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Historian Jeremy Black is comprehensive, as ever, but in his treatment of the British gothic novel his greatest serv-
ice is the preservation of the detail––namely, the human impetus behind art that is often undervalued. gothic nov-
elists were purposeful, thoughtful, and engaged questions and feelings that ultimately shaped a century of culture. 
Black notes that the gothic novel is also very much about "morality and deploying history accordingly." the true 
interest of the gothic novel is more remarkable than it is grisly: the featured darkness and macabre are not meant 
to usurp heroism and purity, but will fall hard under the over-ruling hand of Providence and certainty of retribu-
tion.  
       Black's understanding of the gothic writer is a remarkable contribution to the legacy of British literature and 
the novel at large. Once again, in Black thoroughness meets fidelity and the reader is overcome with his own 
insights into the period on the merit of Black's efforts.  
       in the weight of words Series, Black is devoted to the preservation of the memory of British literary genius, 
and in so doing he is carving out a niche for himself. As in the gothic novel where landscapes give quarter to influ-
ences that seem to interact with the human fates that freely wander in, reading Black is an experience of suddenly 
finding oneself in possession of an education, and his allure takes a cue from the horrific gothic tempt.  
 
author Bio: 
Jeremy Black is emeritus professor of history (university of exeter) and prolific writer in the areas of eighteenth 
century British, european and American political, diplomatic and military history. He has recently turned his 
attention to the biography and historical commentary of prominent British literary figures. His recent titles include 
The Importance of Being Poirot (2021) and the forthcoming The Game Is Afoot: The Enduring World of Sherlock Holmes. 
He is also a senior fellow at the center for the Study of America and the west at the Foreign Policy research 
institute (Philadelphia). 
 
Comparable titles:  
The Meaning of Shakespeare, Vols.1, 2 Harold c. goddard (uchicago Press) 
History of the Gothic: Twentieth-Century Gothic, lucie Armitt (university of wales Press) 
A New Companion to the Gothic (Blackwell companions to literature and culture) David Punter (wiley-Blackwell) 
The Importance of Being Poirot, Jeremy Black (St. Augustine’s Press) 
In Fielding's Wake, Jeremy Black (St. Augustine’s Press) 
Smollett's Britain, Jeremy Black (St. Augustine’s Press) 
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what is influence and why might real influencers be those whose names we no longer remember? ken weisbrode 
embarks on an exploration to trace the most powerful strands of cultural and intellectual influence, and demon-
strates it might not be what we think it is. 
     "the influencer is a person who made an art of absence in the trade of cultural and sometimes political capital. 
the ones in this book represent a range of vocations, from politics to diplomacy to novel-writing, but almost all 
were cultural entrepreneurs. they were not puppet masters, gray eminences, unsung heroes, or Svengalis––
although one or two have been portrayed thus. rather, their influence is spread by virtue of their willful disap-
pearance, of its perpetuation of a new language and cultural standard, and of their many conscious and uncon-
scious imitators. the reason they had such influence was precisely because a part of their method was to be less 
visible in order to watch their ideas, habits, and styles proliferate without their names necessarily being affixed. 
[…] yet, to understand such a modus operandi is necessary today when the proliferation of social media influ-
encers are squandering cultural capital so quickly by the simultaneous promotion of their products, above all, 
themselves."  
 
author Bio: 
kenneth weisbrode is assistant professor of history at Bilkent university, turkey. the author of The Year of 
Indecision, 1946 (2016) and Churchill and the King (2013), weisbrode received his PhD from Harvard university. 
 
Comparable titles:  
Becoming a Person of Influence: How to Positively Impact the Lives of Others, John c. maxwell (Harpercollins 
leadership) 
Thomas Jefferson, christopher Hitchens (Harper Perennial) 
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"is not modern democracy the finally-found form of the religion of Humanity?" (2007) 
     the religion of Humanity:   the illusion of Our time is the first anthology in any language of the writings of 
the contemporary French political philosopher, Pierre manent, on “the religion of Humanity.”  the striking phrase 
comes from nineteenth-century French thinker, Auguste comte (1798–1857).   comte coined the phrase and indeed 
created an atheistic religion of a self-adoring Humanity.  in the aftermath of the cold war, manent observed vic-
torious democracy interpreting itself in a similar framework. He took it upon himself to track this development, 
analyze it, and warn his fellow europeans of its deleterious political, intellectual, moral, and spiritual effects.  with 
conceptual precision and (most often) a sober tone, many contemporary sacred cows were gored.   But in addition 
to cursing the humanitarian darkness, he also lit many candles of judicious political, philosophical, moral, and 
spiritual analysis.  this anthology is thus almost unique in its subject matter, and certainly unique in its treatment 
of the subject.   it is a rarity and gem: a first-rate work of political philosophy. 
 
author Bio: 
Dr. Paul Seaton teaches philosophy at St. mary’s Seminary & university in Baltimore, mD.  His areas of intellectual 
interest and specialization include political philosophy and French philosophical thought.  He has translated and 
written extensively on modern and contemporary French political philosophers from Alexis de tocqueville and 
Benjamin constant to rémi Brague, chantal Delsol, and Pierre manent. the religion of Humanity is the fourth 
book he has published with St. Augustine’s Press. 
 
Comparable titles:  
Pierre manent, Natural Law and Human Rights: Toward a recovery of Practical Reason (unD Press) 
mark Blitz, Reason and Politics (unD Press) 
Julie e. cooper, Secular Powers: Humility in Modern Political Thought (uchicago Press) 
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the western inheritance is under sustained theoretical and practical assault. legitimate self-criticism has given 
way to nihilistic self-loathing and cultural, moral, and political repudiation is the order of the day. yet, as Daniel 
J. mahoney shows in this learned, eloquent, and provocative set of essays, two contemporary philosophic thinkers, 
roger Scruton and Pierre manent, have––separately and together––traced a path for the renewal of politics and 
practical reason, our civilized inheritance, the natural moral law, and the soul as the enduring site of self-conscious 
reflection, moral and civic agency, and mutual accountability.  
       Both Scruton and manent have repudiated the fashionable nihilism associated with the “thought of 1968” and 
the “Parisian nonsense machine,” and have shown that gratitude is the proper response of the human person to 
the “givenness of things.” Both defend the self-governing nation against reckless nationalism and the even more 
reckless temptation of supranational governance and post-political  democracy, what manent suggestively calls a 
“kratos” without a “demos.” Both defend the secular state while taking aim at a radical secularism that rejects “the 
christian mark” that is at the heart of our inheritance and that sustains the rich and necessary interpenetration of 
truth and liberty. Scruton’s more “cultural” perspective is indebted to Burke and kant; manent’s more political 
perspective draws on Aristotle, St. thomas, tocqueville, and raymond Aron, among others. By highlighting their 
affinities, and reflecting on their instructive differences, mahoney shows how, together, the english man of letters 
Scruton, and the French political philosopher manent, guide us to the recovery of a horizon of thought and action 
animated by practical reason and the wellsprings of the human soul. they show us the humanizing path forward, 
but first we must make the necessary spiritual decision to repudiate repudiation once and for all. 
 
 
author Bio: 
Daniel J. mahoney is professor emeritus at Assumption university and a Senior Fellow at the claremont institute. 
He has written extensively on statesmanship, French political thought, the art and political thought of Aleksandr 
Solzhenitsyn, conservatism, religion and politics, and various themes in political philosophy. His most recent book 
is the Statesman as thinker: Portraits of greatness, courage, And moderation, published by encounter Books in 
April 2022. 
 
Comparable titles:  
laurence lampert, The Enduring Importance of Leo Strauss (uchicago Press) 
lorraine Smith, Reason and Character: The Moral Foundations of Aristotelian Political Philosophy (uchicago Press) 
thomas l. Pangle, The Theological Basis of Liberal Modernity in Montesquieu's Spirit of the Laws (uchicago Press) 
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why are human beings so attracted to information and communication technologies? Developments in this field 
have formed new social networks around these technologies and that seem to compete with pre-existing structures 
in human lives. cristian mendoza and lluís clavell confront this phenomenon and its effect on human happiness, 
but have no desire to condemn the trajectory of human reliance on communication technology. rather, they see an 
opportunity to explore human nature at greater depths. Only in this way can our use of technology properly sup-
port human activity and not sabotage our grasp of reality.  
     mendoza and clavell's treatment of this topic renders an important philosophical conversation about digital 
realities and how they can actually make human life more human. this book provides a framework for using 
human attraction to information and communication tech for human benefit. it can be done! the authors apply 
the work of old and new masters to help open the new horizons of communication technology wherein human 
beings can flourish. 
  
 
author Bio: 
Fr cristian mendoza is an associate professor in the School of theology at the Pontifical university of the Holy 
cross in rome. His area of expertise lies in catholic Social teaching and he teaches in the School of church 
communications a course on the economic dimension of the catholic church. 
 
monsignor lluís clavell is a professor emeritus of metaphysics, former rector of the Pontifical university of the 
Holy cross and former president of the Pontifical Academy of St thomas Aquinas. He is advisor for the Pontifical 
council for culture, and member of the governing board of the Aquinas international Society. 
 
Comparable titles:  
Peter-Paul Verbeek, Moralizing Technology: Understanding and Designing the Morality of Things (uchicago Press) 
Darin Barney, Communication Technology (university of British columbia Press) 
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"this book almost didn't exist. i was about to write a serious, heavy book entitled How to Save western 
civilization, as a sequel to my book How to Destroy western civilization and Other ideas from the cultural 
Abyss. But writing it was not making me happy, and reading it was not going to make anybody else happy either. 
And then i stopped just long enough for my guardian angel to squeeze through that tiny window of opportunity 
that i had opened up by my silence and to whisper this commonsense question into my subconscious: "why not 
make them happy instead?" (Angels specialize in common sense.)  
     i started thinking: western civilization is neither healthy, happy, nor holy. Humor is all three. Humor is not only 
holy, it's Heavenly. And if you are surprised to be told that humor is Heavenly, you need to read this book because 
you reveal your misunderstanding of both humor and Heaven. if you ask, 'is there laughter in Heaven?' my 
answer is: 'you can't be serious!'"  
 
author Bio: 
Peter kreeft is professor of philosophy at Boston college, and author of over a hundred books in philosophy and 
theology, including Socratic Logic and Jesus-Shock. He is one of the most widely recognized and influential philoso-
phers today, and certainly one of the most versatile.  
 
Comparable titles:  
Paul lewis, Cracking Up: American Humor in a Time of Conflict (uchicago Press) 
nikolaas Sintobin, Jesuits Telling Jokes (ignatius Press) 
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the poetry of Spending the Winter is musical and structured, whimsical and piercing, begging to be read aloud when 
one is not laughing or arrested by an image that hooks the heart. “Poems so severely beautiful that they become 
unforgettable after one reading,” writes one poet. “A throwback to a time when lovers of poetry…looked for poetry 
of depth, wit, and craft from the likes of Auden and larkin,” adds another. with sections of comedy that show his 
wit, translations that echo his vast reading, and formalist poetry that reveal his craft, Bottum aims, in the way few 
poets these days do, at memorable lines and heart-stopping images as he seeks the deep stuff of human experience: 
god and birth and death—the beautiful and terrifying finitude of life. “we do with words what little words can do,” 
he writes. But in Spending the Winter, Joseph Bottum shows that words can do far more than a little. 
 
Book Blurbs: 
“Poems so severely beautiful that they become unforgettable after one reading. . . . if you’re a reader who loves 
poetry whatever mood it’s in, just open Spending the winter anywhere to find poems that hurt, enlighten, and 
delight.” —rhina P. espaillat, author of Rehearsing Absence and winner of the t.S. eliot Prize 
 
“Joseph Bottum is a brilliant formalist, and to read him is to enter the world of the tried-and-true classics, all 
achieved with an amazingly contemporary ring. His Spending the winter is a delight. Here is a poetry of elegy, 
humor, wit, political savvy, and vast learning.” —Paul mariani, author The Great Wheel and winner of the John 
ciardi Award 
 
“Joseph Bottum’s Spending the Winter is a throwback to a time when lovers of poetry outside the literary establish-
ment looked for poetry of depth, wit, and craft from the likes of Auden and larkin. this is poetry from another 
age—an age when we expected intellectual, religious, and literary significance from our verse.” —A.m. Juster, 
author of Wonder and Wrath and winner of the willis Barnstone translation Prize 
 
“Spending the Winter is a word-lover’s dream: Joseph Bottum’s poems pierce, probe, dazzle, and delight. they will 
open the eyes of your soul.” —karen Swallow Prior, author of On Reading Well 
 
“when reading Spending the winter , i recalled c.S. lewis’s description of joy as a wanting for something that is 
beyond this world. there’s a sense in these poems that things around us are fleeting, yet for that reason, the poems 
ask us to pay all the more attention.” —Jessica Hooten wilson, author of Giving the Devil his Due 
 
author Blurbs: 
“One of America’s most gifted writers, with a perfect ear and a matchless style.” —Andrew Ferguson  
 
“Joseph Bottum is the poetic voice of modern catholic intellectual life. His work . . . shaped the minds of a gener-
ation.” —National Review 
 
“Joseph Bottum’s name would be mandatory on any objective short list of public intellectuals. . . . He has the head 
of christopher lasch and the heart of Flannery O’connor.” —Mary Eberstadt 
 
“A poet and critic and essayist with a sideline in history and philosophy,” Joseph Bottum works “to wrench the 
true complexity of faith back from the complexity-destroying context of contemporary political debates.” —New 
York Times 
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this is a posthumously published collection of nalin ranasinghe's sharp analyses of Shakespeare's five heavy dra-
mas: Hamlet, king John, Julius caesar, king lear, and Antony and cleopatra. true to form, ranasinghe serves up 
philosophical and literary genius for the reader's benefit and delight. 
 
"i will try to claim that Shakespeare offers an esoteric vindication of the human soul itself, not merely poetry, 
against the looming backdrop of the counter-reformation in europe and the Puritan perversion of english 
Anglicanism. neither the Scholasticism of the former nor the fundamentalism of the latter had any sympathy for 
the claims of men like Bottom or the Bastard to see beyond the confines of scripture and sacred social structures. 
while poetry could indulge in metaphysical fantasy, it could not take on the status quo without the assistance of 
more learned allies; this Shakespeare seems to do by his re-telling of classical and english history. As disingenu-
ous as Bottom (or erasmus) in this artful use of ignorance and folly to conceal his serious goals, Shakespeare is 
thus tying poetry to history and giving us an alternate, if playful, account of western civilization." 
 
author Bio: 
nalin ranasinghe was professor of philosophy at Assumption college, and author of The Soul of Socrates, Socrates 
in the Underworld: On Plato's Gorgias, and Socrates and the Gods: How to read Plato's Euthyphro, Apology and Crito. 
 
Comparable titles:  
Julia reinhard lupton, Thinking with Shakespeare: Essays on Politics and Life (uchicago Press) 
Bradin cormack, martha c. nussbaum, and richard Strier, eds., Shakespeare and the Law (uchicago Press) 
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modern history has not been neutral in telling the story of religion. Since it presumes the centrality of human 
motives and machinations as the one and only means of explicating the unfolding of ‘events’, it has helped set the 
terms for what counts as a viable motive and what does not, and this is evident in the systematic unmasking of 
religion as only really ever about ‘something else’. By distilling more substantive/primary economic, political or 
other kinds of motives from the detritus of ‘religion’, the latter is thus consigned to the past as the primitive husk 
of more substantive and rational ways of thinking and acting. As a set of historical case studies, the essays collect-
ed here forgo that tendency, and suggest different possibilities for conceptualizing the fate of religion in the mod-
ern world. they chart a different course, one of faith and self-assertion. 
     the essays take up a variety of episodes from modern european and American history and explore, from var-
ious angles, three interrelated themes: 'public religion', and the role of catholicism as a determined critic of moder-
nity; religion as an impetus for innovation; and the tendency to reduce religion to culture. 
 
author Bio: 
richard Schaefer is Former Dean and Professor in the Department of History at State university of new york at 
Plattsburgh. His areas of focus include european history and the revival of catholicism, public religion and polit-
ical theology.  
 
Comparable titles:  
Alister chapman, et.al., Seeing Things Their Way. Intellectual History and the Return of Religion (notre Dame uP, 2009) 
Peter Berger (ed.), The Desecularization of the World. Resurgent Religion and World Politics (ethics and Public Policy 
center, 1999) 
christopher clark & wolfram kaiser (eds.), Culture Wars: Secular-Catholic Conflict in Nineteenth-Century Europe 
(cambridge uP, 2003) 
José casanova, Public Religions in the Modern World (university of chicago Press, 1994) 
Augusto del noce, The Age of Secularization (mcgill university Press, 2017). 
mark lilla, The Stillborn God. Religion, Politics, and the Modern West. (random House, 2007) 
Hans Joas, Do We Need Religion? On the Experience of Self-Transcendence (Paradigm Publishers, 2008) 
christopher lasch, The True and Only Heaven. Progress and its Critics (norton & co., 1991) 
michael Burleigh, Earthly Powers. The Clash of Religion and Politics in Europe, from the French Revolution to the Great 
War (Harper, 2005) 
william Sweet (ed.), Culture Clash and Religion (council for research in Values and Philosophy, 2015) 
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Volume one of Prof. carlos J. errázuriz's monumental treatment of canon law establishes that law in the catholic 
church is properly understood as that which is just. in the second volume, he moves to the foremost protagonist 
in this arena––namely, the human person. the human person is the primary holder of rights and obligations in the 
church, destined for the salvation merited by christ. the salvific goods constituted by the word of god and the 
sacraments are fundamental aspects of juridical relationships and life in the church.  
       Being subject to law, errázuriz observes, does not undermine the freedom and dignity of the person. rather, 
ecclesial law intends to confront the human person with his true supernatural inheritance, while preserving him 
in the mystery of communion within which the church herself exists. indeed, the human person has both natural 
and supernatural dignity, and likewise responsibilities that bear upon the seen and unseen realms of communion. 
       Prof. errázuriz examines the practical applications of personhood and law, as well as the perspectives of the 
human subject that derive from his ontological status. this is further drawn across various states of life that occur 
within the church and the differing juridical relations encountered.  Also considered is the nature of association 
in the church, and errázuriz breaks down the concepts and particular realities pertaining to this natural tendency 
and the legal discipline.   
 
 
author Bio: 
carlos José errázuriz is Ordinary Professor of canon law at the Pontifical university of the Holy cross (rome). 
He holds doctorates in both canon law and civil jurisprudence (university of navarra, both). Former dean of the 
department, he specializes in the philosophy of law and fundamental theory of canon law, and is a consultant with 
various entities within the roman curia (Vatican city). He is author of Justice in the Church: A Fundamental Theory 
of Canon Law (wilson and lafleur: montreal, 2009). 
 
Comparable titles:  
John J. coughlin, Law, Person, and Community: Theological, Philosophical and Comparative Perspectives on Canon Law 
(Oxford) 
Javier Hervada, Introduction to the Study of Canon Law (midwest theological Forum) 
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